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Abstract

We present 3MASSIV, a multilingual, multimodal and
multi-aspect, expertly-annotated dataset of diverse short
videos extracted from short-video social media platform -
Moj. 3MASSIV comprises of 50k short videos (20 sec-
onds average duration) and 100K unlabeled videos in 11
different languages and captures popular short video trends
like pranks, fails, romance, comedy expressed via unique
audio-visual formats like self-shot videos, reaction videos,
lip-synching, self-sung songs, etc. 3MASSIV presents an
opportunity for multimodal and multilingual semantic un-
derstanding on these unique videos by annotating them for
concepts, affective states, media types, and audio language.
We present a thorough analysis of 3MASSIV and highlight
the variety and unique aspects of our dataset compared to
other contemporary popular datasets with strong baselines.
We also show how the social media content in 3MASSIV is
dynamic and temporal in nature, which can be used for se-
mantic understanding tasks and cross-lingual analysis.

1. Introduction
Semantic understanding of videos has been a well-

researched problem but still continues to garner a lot of
attention from the computer vision and multimedia re-
search communities because videos encode rich informa-
tion which can be understood across different dimensions
using various tasks. Notable progress has been made in
terms of analyzing these video for tasks like action clas-
sification [34,40,64], action localization [16,85], video de-
scription [11, 75], video question answering [41, 66, 81],
object and scene understanding [85], etc. The majority
of these tasks are focused on recognizing visual aspects
present/happening in the video, e.g., action, scene, object
detection, and classification.

*The first two authors contributed equally to this work.

Figure 1. 3MASSIV: We highlight three videos uploaded by a
particular user. The concept labels for these are festival, couple ro-
mance, comedy respectively. We also see the diversity in the video
types, self-shot, split-screen and special effects. We also observe
how the content is temporally aligned to real-word events; for in-
stance, the festivals. 3MASSIV has 50K such annotated videos
across 11 languages with masked user identifiers and timestamps
for deeper semantic analysis of social media content. Faces have
been blurred for preserving privacy.

Detecting these visual aspects helps in answering what
occurs in a video? But, it does not capture how viewers in-
terpret the video? and which concept(s) the creator of the
video wishes to convey? In this work, we investigate the
semantic understanding of videos uploaded on short-video
social media platform - Moj 1 from the perspective of cre-
ators and viewers of these videos, which has not been ex-
plored before, primarily due to the lack of large-scale an-
notated video datasets. Considering the rapid adoption of
social media, a holistic understanding of the creation, con-

1https://mojapp.in
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sumption, and popularity dynamics of these videos forms
an important and timely research direction.

To facilitate this under-explored research direction, we
present a novel dataset, 3MASSIV, built from short videos
posted on the short-video platform - Moj. Even though
existing datasets for semantic understanding source videos
from social media (e.g. YouTube [1], Vine [48], Face-
book [52]), they are not suitable for our task. We high-
light the key challenges and elaborate on how 3MASSIV
addresses them:

• Taxonomy: Prior datasets [1, 19, 34] adopt a top-
down approach of constructing a vocabulary of visual
concepts from domain-independent taxonomies (e.g.
freebase) and mining videos from social media using
this vocabulary. However, this vocabulary is not ex-
haustive and fine-grained for capturing popular con-
cepts in social media discourse. Moreover, this method
generates ”easy videos” as search engines prioritize
them first [52]. [52] adopt uniform sampling to ad-
dress this problem while we construct a comprehensive
bottom-up taxonomy using popularity-based sampling
of videos for bridging this gap.

• Novel video types: Existing datasets do not cap-
ture novel and challenging video formats like split-
screen videos, special effects (masks/graphics overlaid
on faces), portrait videos, lip-syncing to pre-recorded
audio, etc. (Figure 1) which are dominant on social
media platforms. 3MASSIV curates the videos from
a short video platform - Moj and annotates them for
these media types for filling this gap.

• Video Narrative: Broadly speaking, there are three
distinct kinds of videos on social media: a) Micro Nar-
rative: Videos which are short in duration [48] (5-6
secs) or are clipped out from longer videos [15,46,85],
b) Long Narrative: Longer videos [1, 10, 78], usually
more than 1-2 minutes, which tell a more detailed nar-
rative or story c) Short Narrative: These are longer
than micro-videos (typically 10-20 secs) and provide
authors and content creators more flexibility in terms
of time limits. Despite the explosive growth of short
video platforms like Tiktok, Reels, Youtube Shorts,
and Moj, short videos have not been explored in detail
in the Computer Vision and AI communities, primar-
ily because of the lack of a large-scale labeled dataset.
3MASSIV contains complete videos created with a
short and concise narrative presenting an opportunity
to understand this new avenue of video understanding.

• Sparse/Noisy Hashtags: Since expert annotation is
expensive, large datasets often use hashtags added by
the creators [48]. However, hashtags are usually sparse
- 56% of videos did not have hashtags in MV-58 [48].
Also, they can be noisy, as shown in (A.6). Our
dataset, 3MASSIV, addresses this by manually anno-
tating the videos using expert annotators.

• Linguistic Diversity: Existing datasets for seman-
tic understanding of videos are not motivated towards
exploring linguistic diversity while 3MASSIV com-
prises of videos from 11 languages, annotated with the
language of the audio for facilitating multilingual se-
mantic understanding of videos.

3MASSIV contains concept, affective states, audio
type, video type and language annotations for understand-
ing the creator’s and viewer’s perspectives. We label the
videos with the following annotations for modeling the
viewer’s perspective:

• Concept: Each video is annotated for a con-
cept (across 34 labels) by expert annotators. Our
dataset contains widely popular and unique social me-
dia concepts like pranks, fails, romance, philanthropy,
comedy, etc. Figure 2 shows some examples which
demonstrate that understanding these videos, which
are very human-centric, self-shot with a short story
goes beyond detecting and classifying the audio-visual
aspects and makes 3MASSIV challenging.

• Affective States: We provide annotations for 11 emo-
tion categories present in these videos.

Similarly, to understand the creator’s perspective, we pro-
vide annotations for media types that content creators use to
convey their point. Figure 1 shows some of the examples.

• Audio Types: The audio types are unique and di-
verse with recorded/self-sung songs, dialogues, mono-
logues, instrumentals, etc.

• Video Types: Video formatting comprises of
slideshows, animations, split-screens, self-shot,
movie/TV-serial clips, etc. which are very popular on
short video platforms.

Additionally, our dataset 3MASSIV can be used for
various tasks and applications, such as:

• Multilingual Modeling: We provide annotations for
the 11 different languages, opening opportunities for
multilingual semantic understanding.

• Creator Modeling: We also provide masked creator
identifiers and recent videos uploaded by these cre-
ators (100k videos), opening up exciting user model-
ing ideas inspired by semantic video understanding.

• Temporal Analysis: Social media content has a very
short life span and is very dynamic. To enhance under-
standing here, we provide timestamps of these videos,
which can help model temporal dynamics of the nature
of popular content on such platforms. Moreover, we
provide masked user profiles to identify videos from
the same creators to analyze the shift in their perspec-
tives over time.

To the best of our knowledge, 3MASSIV is the first
human-annotated large-scale dataset of short videos that can
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be used for modeling concepts, affective states, and media
types across 11 languages, presenting a unique opportunity
for understanding social media content. Overall, 3MAS-
SIV contains 900 hours of video data uploaded by 23121
creators with 50K expertly annotated videos and 100K un-
labeled videos with an average duration of around 20 sec-
onds. We also present baseline results to empirically estab-
lish that 3MASSIV is challenging and unique in Section 4.
In Section 5, we discuss the application of 3MASSIV over
various research problems.

2. Related Work
We review related datasets for semantic understanding of

videos from social media and summarise them in Table 1.

2.1. Semantic Understanding Datasets
Various datasets and tasks have been proposed for video

understanding.
Action classification is a popular research problem for
which benchmark datasets like [8, 10, 16, 20, 32, 34, 36, 40,
43, 46, 64, 85] have been proposed.
Concept Understanding: Going beyond action classifi-
cation, detection, and segmentation of visual elements,
theme/concept classification datasets focus on modeling
interplay between the visual and audio elements for un-
derstanding the overall theme/concept represented by the
videos. For instance, YouTube-8M [1] focuses on classi-
fying videos into categories like fashion, games, shopping,
animals, etc.. The taxonomy has been curated manually to
capture purely visual categories, and the dataset has been
machine annotated using the YouTube Video Annotation
system for collecting videos. Similarly, Holistic Video Un-
derstanding (HVU) [15] annotate videos from [1,34,85] for
concepts along with scenes, objects, actions, attributes, and
events using Google Vision API and Sensifai Video Tag-
ging API2. MicroVideos [48] contributes videos collected
from a micro-video application - Vine and interpret user-
generated hashtags as annotations. More recently, datasets
for understanding Intent and Motivation from social media
posts are being investigated [29, 39, 60, 69, 70, 76, 82].
Other Video Understanding Tasks: [12, 45, 51, 53, 56, 72]
have been proposed for object detection, segmentation and
tracking from videos. At the intersection of vision and
language, datasets for video description [71, 75], question-
answering [41, 66, 81], video-object grounding [9, 84] and
text-to-video retrieval [4,42] have been proposed. SVD [30]
contribute a dataset for near-duplicate video retrieval.

2.2. Affective Analysis of Social Media Content
Understanding perceived emotions of individuals using

verbal and non-verbal cues is an important problem in
both AI and psychology for various applications. One

2https://cloud.google.com/vision, https://sensifai.com/

such application is for understanding the projected [80] and
evoked emotions [33, 44] from multimedia content like ad-
vertisements and movies. There is vast literature in in-
ference of perceived emotions from a single modality or
a combination of multiple modalities like facial expres-
sions [2, 58], speech/audio signals [59], body pose [47],
walking styles [7] and physiological features [35]. There
has been a shift in the paradigm, where researchers have
tried to fuse multiple modalities to perform emotion recog-
nition, also known as Multimodal Emotion Recognition.
Fusion methods like early fusion [62], late fusion [21], and
hybrid fusion [63] have been explored for emotion recogni-
tion from multiple modalities.

2.3. Research Problems with Social Media Content
Multilingual Analysis of Videos: Multilingual analysis
of images and videos has been studied previously. Har-
wath et al. [25] proposed a bilingual dataset comprising En-
glish and Hindi captions. Ohishi et al. [49] extended this
dataset to include Japanese captions and proposed a trilin-
gual dataset. Approaches for bilingual video understand-
ing include [6, 31, 50]. On the other hand, several datasets
for multilingual video understanding [57, 71] along with
techniques for analyzing them [55] have been proposed, al-
though they lack diversity in audio language.
User Modeling of Social Media Content: People are
increasingly relying on social media platforms for sharing
their daily lives, which reflect their personality traits and
behavior. User modelling based on their online persona
and activity has been successfully leveraged for digital mar-
keting [3, 77] and content recommendation [73, 79]. Not
only on the consumer side, but user profiling is also help-
ful for helping content creators on such social media plat-
forms [5, 27]. To further research in these directions, we
provide masked user identifications.
Temporal Analysis of Social Media Content: A unique
characteristic of social media content is the short life span
of posts [17]. Such dynamically and temporally evolving
content is evident and can be mapped to major festivals,
celebrations, political events, news, and trends [24]. Such
dynamic and temporally evolving content can be helpful to
understand social media platforms better.

3. Our Dataset: 3MASSIV
In this section, we introduce 3MASSIV and elaborate

on the dataset collection and annotation process.

3.1. Taxonomy
We annotate our datatset for the following taxonomies. A
detailed description of all the annotation labels of the tax-
onomy is presented in Appendix A.1.
Concept: Creation of a taxonomy for concepts is a non-
trivial exercise, requiring both comprehensiveness as well
as frequency coverage. We adopted a bottom-up approach
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Datasets Size Duration Source Labels Audio Types Video Types Affective Focus Lang Year

Image Intentonomy [29] 14k - Flickr HA - - NA Understanding Intent of Social Media Posts - ‘20

Sports-1M [32] 1M 4 min YouTube MG NA NA NA Sports Activity Classification (487 Classes) NA ‘14
ActivityNet [78] 27801 5-10 mins Web HA NA NA NA HAR (203 classes) NA ‘15

MV-58K [48] 260k 6 secs Vine MG NA NA NA Activity, Objects, Platform Specific Classes NA ‘16
Charades [61] 10k 30 secs CrowdSourced HA NA NA NA HAR + Object Classification (157 classes) NA ‘16

Video

YouTube-8M [1] 8M 2-10 mins YouTube MG NA NA NA Video Topic Classification NA ‘16
Kinetics [34] 300k 10 secs YouTube HA NA NA NA HAR (400/600/700 classes) NA ‘17

Something-Something [19] 100k 2-6 secs CrowdSourced HA NA NA NA HAR (174 classes) NA ‘17
Epic-Kitchens [10] 39594 1-55 mins CrowdSourced HA NA NA NA Actions in Kitchen Yes ‘18

SOA [52] 562k 10 secs Facebook HA NA NA NA Scenes, Objects, Actions NA ‘18
MomentsInTime [46] 1M 3 secs 10 sources HA NA NA NA 339 action classes NA ‘19

HACS [85] 1.5M 2 secs YouTube HA NA NA NA HAR (200 classes) NA ‘19
HVU [15] 500k  10 secs YT8M, Kinetics, HACS MG NA NA NA Actions, Objects, Concepts, Events, Attributes, Scenes NA ‘20

Affects (videos) CMU-MOSEI [80] 23K 7.3 secs YouTube HA NA NA Yes Perceived EC (6 classes) NA ‘18
EEV [65] 23k 1-25 mins Online Videos MG NA NA Yes Evoked EC (15 classes) NA ‘20

Ours 50k(+100k) - Social Media Platform Annotated for Annotated for Concept, Affective States, Media Type, Language Annotated for ‘21
HA 7 classes 8 classes Yes 11 languages

† NA, MG, HA indicate “not annotated”, “machine generated”, and “human annotated”, respectively.

Table 1. Comparison of 3MASSIV with related image and video datasets. Our dataset has exhaustive and expertly annotated annotations
for concepts, audio/video types, affective states and audio language for social media short videos. Majority of the other datasets focus on
specific tasks like action classification and do not annotate for other dimensions. YT8M, SOA and HVU adopt more holistic annotations.
We report the range or average duration of videos for the datasets.

to model social media behavior rather than mining videos
for an existing taxonomy. To achieve this, we employed a
team of digital social media experts for scanning 1.5 million
popular posts and assigned a label that concisely describes
a post. The taxonomy grew to more than 1000 concepts and
was pruned to 34 popular labels covering more than 75%
of the videos for this study. Some of these concepts like
fails, pranks, comedy, romance, philanthropy are unique to
our dataset and are illustrated in Figure 2. We illustrate the
distribution across these concepts in Figure 3a.
Affective States: We provide annotations for the projected
affective labels for the videos. Inspired by [13], we adopt
a 11 label taxonomy for affective states. We present the
distribution across these affective states in Figure 3b.
Audio Type: Social media creators use a variety of au-
dio styles like lip-syncing to pre-recorded songs, mono-
logues, dialogues, self-sung songs, or instrumental music.
We present a taxonomy of 7 labels to cover the broad spec-
trum of audio content type (Figure 3c).
Video Type: We provide annotations for classifying video
types based on how the video was created/edited (Fig-
ure 3d). The videos can be conventionally sourced from
Movie or TV-Show clips or be self-shot on personal hand-
held devices. The videos also contain slideshows, still im-
ages, and split screens. Additionally, many creators also
publish videos with text to add a linguistic message to en-
hance the audio-visual effect.
Language: We annotate audio language for our videos and
highlight the linguistic diversity of our dataset in Figure 3e.

3.2. Data Collection
We collect our dataset from a leading short video appli-

cation supporting over 15 languages. The platform contains
short videos uploaded by professional and amateur con-
tent creators on which users can view, like, share and com-
ment. We extracted more than 1.5M videos uploaded over
9 months (Feb, 2021 to Oct, 2021) across 11 languages and

share 50k labeled and 100k unlabeled from this set. These
videos were shortlisted based on platform engagement met-
rics after removing near-duplicates. The duration of videos
ranges between 4.5 � 116 seconds (averaging 20 seconds).
Videos reported to be of sensitive nature and those contain-
ing nudity, violence, and abuse were removed. Additional
steps about data collection are mentioned in A.2.

3.3. Data Annotation
We employed domain experts in the field of social

media who provided labels for the 50K videos. Annotators
were selected to ensure that we can label every video,
across 11 different languages, by experts who are fluent
writers and speakers of the dominant language of the video.
The annotators were provided with guidelines, which
comprised of instructions about each task, definitions of
class labels (Appendix A.4, Table 7) and a few worked-out
examples to familiarize them with the annotation task.
Annotator Onboarding: We followed a strict annotator
onboarding mechanism. We provided new candidates with
a set of 100 posts that have been pre-annotated by expert
reviewers and benchmarked against other candidates. Can-
didates not adhering to the benchmarks were not allocated
further posts, and their responses were discarded.
Inter-Annotator Agreement: We evaluated inter-
annotator agreements across all labels in different concepts
using Krippendorff’s alpha (K-alpha) [38] to account
for labeling reliability amongst multiple annotators. All
annotations were performed by 3 annotators each, and
their majority vote was accepted as the ground truth label.
In case of a three-way disagreement, an expert annotator
resolved the conflict and assigned the final label. The
K-alpha values for the 4 taxonomies, concept, audio type,
video type, and affective states are 0.77, 0.59, 0.62, and
0.40, respectively. We present detailed per-label annotator
agreement in Table 6. We observe strong agreements for
most of the tasks. 3MASSIV is finally split into train,
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(a) Prank Scene: A man is trying to prank the lady by putting an adhesive on her footwear with the intent of creating a funny situation for the viewers. Deep semantic understanding
is required to understand the spatio-temporal-audio context of the scene to classify as ”prank” because detection of visual or audio aspects is not sufficient.

(b) Fail Scene: Kid is trying to perform a summersault using a small trampoline but fails to complete the flip. For correct classification, model needs to focus on the unplanned
fall at the end of the video to classify it as a ”fail” video.

(c) Philanthropy Scene: A man meets and greets needy strangers and surprises them with a gift. In order to recognize this as a gesture of kindness, our model needs to understand
the economical situation and emotional state of the subjects in the videos and focus on the exchange of tokens.

(d) Comedy Scene: A funny and sarcastic verbal exchange between two friends. Both display a range of emotions during the act but the overall outcome of the video is a comedic
situation. Focussing on facial emotions or human pose might not be sufficient for understanding the scene.

Figure 2. Unique Concepts present in 3MASSIV: Our theme taxonomy comprises of several unique topics popular in social media
domain but unexplored in literature: (a) Prank videos showing planned mischievous acts aimed to elicit reactions from co-creators [28];
(b) Fail videos that record unsuccesful attempts resulting in harm-joy [54]; (c) Philanthropy videos portraying acts of helpful service,
moral assistance or charitable deeds; (d) Scripted and natural comedy videos which can be further categorized based on the inter-agent
relationships between the actors - couple, family, kids, friends, etc. Faces have been blurred for preserving privacy.

validation, and test sets in a ratio of 60 : 20 : 20.

3.4. Dataset Analysis
3MASSIV contains 55262 annotated videos and 100K

unlabeled videos with a total of 910 hours of video data.
Figure 3a – 3e show the exhaustive taxonomy and distribu-
tion of 3MASSIV.
Concept: As evident from Figure 3a, comedy and romance
have a higher frequency than other labels, while pets has
the least frequency. This is expected given the trends in
short video social media platforms that incentivize creators
to create content with wide appeal.
Affective States: Figure 3b shows the 11 affective states

found in the corpus. We observe class imbalance that mir-
rors the distribution of natural human emotions.
Audio Type: Figure 3c highlights an interesting phe-
nomenon wherein more than 50% of the videos borrow the
background music from a pre-recorded source while self-
spoken dialogues and monologues are comparatively less.
This alludes to the fact that a large majority of creators
are more comfortable in visual mode of expression. Sim-
ilarly, lip-syncing to existing audio is the second-most pop-
ular way of video creation.
Video Type: As evident in Figure 3d, more than two-third
of videos sampled in the dataset are self-shot. Advances
in photography have aided creators in adding visual as well
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(a) Concept Taxonomy

(b) Affective Labels (c) Audio Type (d) Video Type (e) Language

Figure 3. 3MASSIV Taxonomy: Sub-figures 3a – 3e show the taxonomy and label distributions in the proposed 3MASSIV dataset for
concept, affective states, audio type, video type and language in anti-clockwise direction.

Data Description Value
# Concept 34
# Languages 11
# Affective States 11
# Audio Types 7
# Video Types 8
# Creators 23121
# Annotators 95
# Labelled Videos 55262
# Unlabelled Videos 100K

Total Duration Labelled 310 hours
Total Duration Unlabelled 600 hours
Average Duration 20.2 (±9.5) seconds
Min/Max Duration 4.5/116 seconds

Table 2. 3MASSIV Statistics

as textual effects to the videos, making them the next most
popular video formats.
Languages: The dataset comprises videos in 11 languages
with Hindi as the majority language.
Duration: 3MASSIV comprises of videos ranging from
4.5s-116s with an average duration of 20 seconds.
Creators: 3MASSIV comprises of videos from 23121
unique creators. A large majority of these creators (15998)

contribute only one video in our dataset, while 7133 con-
tributed more than one video. This demonstrates the im-
mense diversity of our dataset in terms of creators.
Taxonomy Correlation: In Appendix A.5, Figure 5, we
present the correlation between concepts and affective
states/media types. We observe that heartbreak romance
videos predominantly have sad affective state; philanthropy
is strongly linked with kindness. Similarly, we observe that
videos with magic label are linked with surprise affective
state; couple romance shows the strongest predisposition
towards affection. These correlations provide insights that
3MASSIV comprises of videos that depict strong correla-
tion with other underlying aspects and this correlation can
be leveraged for better semantic understanding.

4. Baseline Experiments
We perform baseline experiments to highlight the unique

and challenging aspects of 3MASSIV.

4.1. Concept Classification
We report the results for concept classification using dif-

ferent modalities individually and in combination using late
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fusion in Table 3a. We report top-1, top-3, and top-5 accu-
racy for all the experiments.
Audio-Visual Representation: We experiment with 3D
ResNet [23] backbones trained over Kinetics700 [8] for
spatio-temporal modelling. We also evaluate deeper (R3D-
101) and depth-wise separable architecture (R(2+1)D-
50) [67] but did not observe gains. Hence we use R3D-
50 for all our experiments. For audio modelling, we lever-
age pretrained VGG [26] model and CLSRIL23 [22]. VGG
is trained for sound classification ( [18]) and CLSRIL23 is
trained over speech data of 23 Indic languages. We freeze
the audio-visual backbones and train the classifier and mul-
timodal fusion layers.
Results and Discussion: From Table 3a, we observe that
the performance of visual modality is higher than audio,
which highlights the importance of visual modality for
our dataset 3MASSIV. On combining the modalities us-
ing late-fusion, we observe a gain of 4% (Row 6 and 7).
This demonstrates the multimodal nature of the dataset. By
combining both VGG and CLSRIL23 features with visual
modality, we notice further gains showing complementary
information in both these audio representations (Row 8).
This is not surprising because our dataset contains a wide
variety of audio types like songs, monologues, and dia-
logues. While VGG has been trained for modeling sounds
(music, vehicle, creek, instrument, etc.), CLSRIL23 is more
specialized for understanding human speech. We expand on
the training details and hyperparameters in Appendix B.1.1.
Error Analysis: We analyze error cases for different me-
dia types in Figure 4b and Figure 4a. We notice compar-
atively less performance on images, reaction videos, and
slide-shows, which showcases the novelty of these types in
video datasets. Reaction videos contain split-screens and
are complex as the model needs to focus on the salient
parts. Similarly, slide shows contain a lot of abrupt scene
changes making it extremely challenging. On audio-types,
we notice the model shows less accuracy for classes like
lip-sync, instrumental, and silence/noise. This is not un-
expected as these do not provide relevant signals about the
concept. Similarly, lip-sync encodes the majority of the se-
mantic information in the audio channel. These observa-
tions strongly highlight the unique challenges of our dataset
3MASSIV, which have not been explored before. In Fig-
ure 7a (in Appendix B.1.2), we plot the confusion matrix
of the audio-visual model. We notice confusion among the
concept labels like memes, kids, family, friends, and couple
comedy, demonstrating the challenges in semantic under-
standing of such content. We also study the impact on accu-
racy of concept categories using the audio-visual modalities
in Figure 7b (Appendix B.1.2).

4.2. Affective State Classification
We select two state-of-the-art affective state classifica-

tion models and benchmark them on 3MASSIV. The re-
sults are summarized in Table 3b. We report top-1, top-3

Modality Backbone Top-1 Top-3 Top-5
Visual R(2+1)D-50 50.6 72.3 81.4
Visual R3D-50 52.7 74.5 83.6
Visual R3D-101 52.6 74.1 83.3

Audio VGG 31.6 50.5 60.9
Audio CLSRIL23 31.2 50.1 60.6

Visual, Audio R3D-50 + VGG 54.9 74.9 82.4
Visual, Audio R3D-50 + CLSRIL23 54.9 75.4 82.9
Visual, Audio R3D-50 + VGG + CLSRIL23 56.5 76.5 83.8

(a) Concept Classification

Method Modality Top-1 Top-3 F1
Kosti et al. [37] visual 35.08 81.92 0.19

Tsai et al. [68] audio 27.10 66.67 0.21
audio-visual 38.05 83.90 0.29

(b) Affective State Classification

Table 3. Baseline Experiments: Baseline experiments for con-
cept and affective state classification on 3MASSIV using differ-
ent modalities and combinations.

(a) Error Rate in Concept Classification
per Audio Type label

(b) Error Rate in Concept Classification
per Video Type label

Figure 4. Challenging Audio and Video Types: We present an
in-depth analysis into the misclassifications for concept classifica-
tion. We try to understand the relation between the audio type and
the video type of the incorrectly classified videos.

accuracy scores. Also, because there is an imbalance in
the number of data points per affective label, we also re-
port F1 score. The first method, Kosti et al. [37] is an
emotion recognition model which uses the facial expres-
sions of the dominant subject in the video and the back-
ground context. Tsai et al. [68] is a multimodal transformer-
based model that uses both visual and audio modalities and
has shown high performance on other emotion recognition
datasets. We observe that the performance of these mod-
els on 3MASSIV is not very high. On further analysis of
these models, we notice that videos associated with human-
centric concept labels pranks, fails often get misclassified.
Similarly, videos with static images and animations often
get misclassified.

5. Social Media Content Analysis
Creator User Profile Modeling: We leverage affinity of
creators towards concepts for improving semantic under-
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Method #Posts Top-1 Top-3 Top-5
Audio-Visual - 56.5 76.5 83.8

ProbDist 1 56.9 77.2 84.1
ProbDist 5 58.5 77.7 84.7
ProbDist 20 59.3 78.9 85.7
ProbMax 20 58.8 78.1 85.2

Table 4. Creator Profiling: Concept classification with semanti-
cally inferred creator profile with audio-visual representations.

Target Top-1 Top-3 Top-5 Top-1 Top-3 Top-5
Hindi 40.1 61.5 70.5 61.2 79.1 85.5
Telugu 48.1 72.1 81.6 54.9 78.2 86.1
Tamil 45.8 66.6 78.1 51.0 73.8 82.3
Kannada 48.5 72.7 79.6 56.8 78.4 84.4
Punjabi 39.9 62.2 72.9 45.7 69.5 79.4

Table 5. Cross-lingual Experiments: We train the audio-visual
concept classification model on all the languages apart from the
target language and evaluate on target language (green column)
columns; all languages are used for training (blue column).

standing in Table 4. For every creator, we mine recent
videos uploaded by them and use our audio-visual seman-
tic model for predicting the concept probabilities for these
posts. We average the predicted probability distributions
and use them for representing the creator (ProbDist). Cre-
ator representation is then combined with audio-visual fea-
tures via late fusion for training the model. We observe
gains of 5% over the audio-visual baseline by incorporating
creator profile as prior for semantic understanding. We vary
the number of recent posts and observe gains by increasing
the number of posts (Row 2, 3, 4), showing that longer cre-
ation history is helpful in modeling the creators. We also
experiment with maximum prediction (ProbMax) for each
post instead of probability distribution (Row 5). This sim-
ple yet effective baseline motivates further investigation for
modeling creator user profiles using only semantics.
Cross-Lingual Analysis: We also explore 3MASSIV for
cross-lingual analysis over 5 popular languages in Table 5.
For each target language, we remove it from the training set
and train an audio-visual model using other languages. We
evaluate this model on the target language to obtain zero-
shot results. We present the top-1, top-3, and top-5 accu-
racy for concept classification with this experiment in green
columns. In blue columns, we use all 5 languages for train-
ing and testing. We can see that the performance gap be-
tween green and blue columns is significant, indicating that
3MASSIV can be useful for advancing the state-of-the-art
in cross-lingual video understanding tasks.
Temporal Analysis: We explore another interesting aspect
of 3MASSIV- temporally evolving content. We notice a
strong link to real-world events (Figure 8). We extract top-
performing 50K posts based on views from 10 weeks (29th
August - 7th November 2021) and analyze the predictions
for these posts using our models. We observe an increasing

content related to sports concept because of an upcoming
major sports league. Similarly, we see some peaks in cele-
brations concept because of the recent festive season.

6. Ethics, Data and User Privacy
Respecting User Privacy: The videos collected for the
dataset are all publicly available on Moj. Informed consent
of the users has been taken by the platform for public usage
of these videos. The user identifiers and exact publication
date have been masked to protect privacy.
Respecting Intellectual Property: Creators have the com-
plete freedom to take down their content. Our dataset pro-
vides direct URL links to access the videos, while the plat-
form holds the rights to these videos. This would allow the
users to delete the videos on the platform, thus deactivat-
ing the links. Our data collection and dissemination efforts
abide by platform guidelines.
Opt-out form: Users may choose to have their video re-
moved from the dataset upon request through an opt-out
form is available on the dataset homepage.
Handling Misuse: Adequate caution was taken to not store
any user information, videos (raw or processed), or meta-
data on permanent storage outside the computing infrastruc-
ture of the social media platform. We aim to disseminate the
data upon request and log all access to the dataset, which
will only be available for research purposes.
License: We release 3MASSIV for research purposes only
(i.e. no commercial usage).
Annotator Compensation: We ensured that all annota-
tors were fairly compensated on an hourly basis and they
were apprised of potential social media fatigue [83] result-
ing from long exposure to social media content.

7. Conclusion
We presented 3MASSIV, a multilingual, multimodal

and multi-aspect, human-annotated dataset of social me-
dia short videos extracted from a social media platform.
3MASSIV comprises of 50K labeled short videos and
100K unlabeled short videos from a popular social media
platform in 11 different languages. 3MASSIV is useful
to further semantic understanding of social media content
which embodies unique characteristics and nuances. We
presented an in-depth analysis and showed the challenges
and uniqueness of the dataset using baseline comparisons.
We also present some applications of 3MASSIV for vari-
ous user-modeling tasks and cross-lingual tasks.
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